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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the existence of two T-periodic solutions for 
2=g(t, x), (0.1) 
where g: R, RI+ R is a continuous function which is T-periodic in the Iirst 
variable for some T> 0. As a consequence of our main result we get: 
0.1 THEOREM. Suppose that there are real numbers M, > m + > 
m_ >M, such that 
dt, M,)2O>g(t,m.) (0.2) 
d&x)20 if x<M-; (0.3) 
then Eq. (0.1) has two T-periodic solutions u + , u ~ such that m + < u + < M + 
andinfu- <rn-. Inparticular, u, #u-. 
This theorem generalizes a result of [ 11, about a problem in nonlinear 
elasticity, which we state here for comparison purposes. 
0.2 THEOREM [ 11. Suppose that there are T-periodic continuous fune- 
tions zl,z2:R++R such that (i)infz,>supz,; (ii)g(t,x)<O jf 
z,(t)<x<z,(t); and (iii)ifg(t, x)<O then z,(t)<x<z,(t). Then Eq. (0.1) 
has two T-periodic solutions u + , u .~ ; u + # up. 
Obviously, Theorem 0.2 is a consequence of Theorem 0.1 (M, = 
sup z2, . . . . AL = inf z,). The authors of [l] proved Theorem 0.2 via varia- 
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The proof of Theorem 0.2 given in [ 1 ] contains a small error that we 
corrected at the end of our first section. 
The proof of our main result can be extended to periodic systems of the 
form R =f(t, x, i). See Theorem 1.3 below. Moreover, the constants M, , 
M- (resp. m,, m _ ) can be replaced by supersolutions (resp. subsolutions) 
of Eq. (0.1). 
In Section 2 we prove a uniqueness theorem about the solutions given by 
Theorem 0.1; likewise Theorem 5.3 of [ 11. If g( - t, x) = g(t, x) we get some 
special features. 
1. EXISTENCE 
In the following, T denotes a positive real number and Co is the space 
of all continuous functions u: [0, T] H R provided with the norm 
llu(Io= (sup lu(t)l: O< t< T}. For each integer n > 1 we define c” as the 
space of all n-times continuously differentiable functions [0, T] H R, with 
the norm Ilull = max( I140, Wllo, . . . . IIu(“)~/~}. The main result of this paper 
is the following: 
1.1 THEOREM. Let g: [0, T] x R H R be a continuous function and 
suppose that there are M, > m ~ 3 M- such that g( t, M+ ) > 0 > g( t, m ). 
Let us define 
and 
J(g)=Mp +(1/2)T*Z(g). 
Zf g( t, x) 3 0 for M_ b x 2 J(g) then the problem 
i=g(t, x); x(0) = x(T); $0)=2(T) (1.1) 
has a solution up such that infu- <rn- and J(g)du-. 
Proof Let us first make the following remarks: 
(i) If M- = m_ then the constant function u-(t) = m- satisfies the 
requirements of this theorem. So we can assume that 
M-cm- (1.2) 
(ii) Ifg(t,c)<OforsomecE[J(g),M_], thenthemapu_(t)=cis 
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a solution to our problem; then we can assume that for x E [J(g), M ] 
there is t,~ [0, T] such that 
g(t,, xl > 0, J(g)<x<Mp. (1.3) 
(iii) If Z(g) = 0 we take u.. (t) = M Thus we can suppose that 
I(g)<0 60) <M- ). (1.4) 
The proof follows now from the following three cases: 
Case 1. Theorem 1.1 is true if 
g(t,m. )<O<g(t, M,). (1.5) 
Proof to case 1. Let us define 
R”=l+max{)g(t,x)l :J(g)GxGM+}; R’ = TR” 
and 
U=(ud’:J(g)<u<M+; l\irl10 < R’, (liil10 < R”, inf u < m }. 
It suffices to prove that (1.1) has a solution in the closure D of U. To make 
this we use the Continuation Theorem of [2, p. 401. 
Claim. The problem 
.? = Ag( t, x); x(0) = x(t); k(0) = i(T) (1.6) 
has no solutions in the boundary aU for 0 < A < 1 
Proof: Let u E E B be a solution of (1.6) for some 1, 0 < A< 1 and 
suppose that u(to) = M, for some t,~ [0, T]; then ti(t,)=O> ii = 
Ag(t,,, M +) > 0. This contradiction proves that u < M + . Now we prove 
that u > J(g). Note that if u < Mp then ii < 0 and hence u G c (constant), 
and 0 >g(t, c). This contradicts (1.3) and proves that sup u > Mp. If 
u > M_ there is nothing to prove. In the other case, let t,, t, E [0, T] be 
such that u(t,)=supu>M_ and u(t,)=infu; then 
infu>M- +(1/2)(t,-t,)21(g)>J(g) 
if t,<t, and 
if t, > t,. Note that ii 2 Al(g) > I(g). Consequently, jliill,, < R” and lItill < R’. 
If u#U then u>rn- and u(r,)=m- for some t,E[O, T]; so ti(t,)=O 
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< ii = ,!g(to, m _ ) < 0. This contradiction proves that u E U and the 
proof of the claim is finished. 
On the other hand 




Note that g(t, J(g)) 20 and g(to, J(g)) >O for some t,~ [O, T] (see (1.3). 
Thus the hypotheses of the Continuation Theorem of [2, p. 401 are 
satisfied and then the proof of Case 1 is finished. 
Case 2. Theorem 1.1 is true if there exists R < J(g) such that 
g(t,x)20 for R6x6M. 
Proof of Case 2. Let A: R H [ - 1, l] be a continuous function such 
that A(M+)= l= -A(m-) and A(x)=0 if x<((5)(MP +m-). For each 
integer n 2 1 let g,(t, x) =g(t, x) + n-‘A(x); then 
and 
J(g,):=M- +(1/2)T’z(g,)~J(g)-(1/2)n-‘T*. 
Thus, there is an integer N such that g,( t, x) 2 0 if J(g,) < x < M- and 
n 2 N. In particular g, satisfies the hypotheses of Case 1 and then the 
problem 
i = g,( t, x); x(0) = x(T); i(0) = i(T) (1.7) 
has a so&ion u” such that J(g,) < UY ,< M, and inf UT <m _ . From 
(1.7), the sequence { (uY )“} is bounded on Co and hence (UT ) is a bounded 
sequence of C2. Now, by the Ascoli theorem we can assume that there is 
u,-+u-EC’ such that U,I-+K in C’. But from (1.7) we get (u”)” I+ 
gc.7 U- ) in Co. Thus z._ E C2 and u _ is a solution to our theorem. 
Case 3 (general case). Let A: R H [0, l] be a continuous function such 
that A(J(g))= 1 and A(x)=0 iff lx-J(g)1 >(1/2)(M_ -J(g)). Now, for 
each integer n 3 1 let 
g,(G x) =g(h x)+ n-‘A(x); 
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then g, satisfies the hypotheses of Case 2 (R = (t)J( g) - (t)M ~~. Note that, 
from (1.4) we have R < J(g)) and hence the problem (1.4) has a solution 
u” such that J(g) = J( g,) < ZP < M + and inf u” 6 m The proof follows 
now as in Case 2 and the proof is finished. 
Remarks. (a) Solution u . given by Theorem 1 .l satisfies u > .I( g) 
(see the proof of the claim above). 
(b) If g( T- t, x) = g(t, x) then the hypothesis 
g(t,x)30 if J(g)bxdM 
in Theorem 1.1 can be replaced by 
g(t, -xl 3 if M- +(l/8)T2Z(g)bxdM. 
To prove this it suffices to consider the spaces 
c:= {UECU(T-t)=u(t)}. 
1.2 COROLLARY. Besides the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, let us assume 
that thereism,;m_<m + < h4 + such that g( t, m + ) < 0. Then the problem 
(1.1) has two solutions u, , up such that 
m,<u,<M,, infu- drn-, J(g)<u-. 
Proof: The existence of solution z._ is given by Theorem 1.1. On the 
other hand M + (resp. m +) is a supersolution (resp. subsolution) to 
problem (1.1) and there is a solution U, to (1.1) such that m, fu, 6 M, 
(see [2]). So the proof is complete. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 works for periodic systems of the from 
i =f(t, x, i), 
if we assume a condition of Bernstein-Nagumo type inf with respect to the 
i variable. For example, following the ideas of [2] or [3] it is easy to 
prove: 
1.3 THEOREM. Let f: [0, T] x R2++ R be a continuous function and 
suppose that there are M + > m _ 2 M ~ such that 
f(t, M, , 0) 2 0 kf(t, m -, 0) 
andf(t,x, y)>O zfx<M-. Zf 
inf(f’(t,x,y):M_~x~M_}> --oo 
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and there are positive constants c(, p such that 
If(t,x, y)l aqY2+p for x<M+. 
Then the problem 
2 =f( t, x, i); x(0) = x(T); i(0) = 2(T) 
has a solution IL such that inf u_ d m ~. 
Now, from [S], Theorem 1.3 can be improved to periodic systems of the 
form 2 =f( t, x, x, a). 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let z, , z2, z3 : R H R be continuous and T-periodic 
I%-z212. 
functions such that inf z3 > sup z2 and 
supz, <infz,-(1/8)T2sup 
Then the equation 
.i = (x - z3)(x - z2)(x - 
has three T-periodic solutions. 
ProoJ Let us define 
M, =supz,, m- =supz,, 
-z1) 
MP = inf zz 
(1.8) 
and g(t,x)=(x-zj(t))...(x-zZl(t)); then Z(g)>, -(a)sup )~~-zz)~ and 
hence g(t, x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Consequently, (1.8) 
has two periodic solutions u, , U_ such that 
m+du+<M+, infu- <rn-, u- >J(g). 
But J(g) (resp. inf zl) is a supersolution (resp. subsolution) to (1.8) and 
hence (1.8) has a solution v + such that J(g) 2 v + b inf z1 
(b) Let zi: R H R be a continuous and T-periodic function, 0 < i < 3; 
satisfying hypotheses above and inf z1 > sup z,; then the equation 
R = (x - ZJ)(X - z*)(x - z,)(x - zo) 
has four T-periodic solutions (let u + , u _ , u + be as in Example (a) 
and apply Theorem 1.1 with M, =supz,, m, =infz,, rn- =supz,, 
M- =infz,). 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 0.2 given in [ 1 J contains an error due 
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to the fact that inequality (4.8) is not valid for every u E Cl. However, 
taking M> sup z1 arbitrary and defining 
c, = (UEh;: M>u3z,}, 
everything else works line. 
2. UNIQUENESS 
In [l] was proved that Eq. (0.1) has at most two T-periodic solutions if 
the partial derivative g,(t, x) exists and is continuous in R x R and g,(t, x) 
is strictly increasing in the x-variable and g.,(t, x) > -(271/T)*. In this 
section we generalize this result as follows: 
2.1 THEOREM. Suppase that 
[g(t,x)-g(t, y)](x-y)3 -(2X/T)* (x-y)’ (2.1) 
and assume that there are TV, z 1 E [0, T); t0 # z I such that 
Cdl, xl-At, Y)~(x-.Y)> -@P)* (x-.d2 if x#y, t=z,, t,. 
(2.2) 
Assume further that the map x H g( t, x) is convex for allfixed t E [0, T]. If 
g(t,,, x) is strictly convex for some t,~ [0, T] then Eq. (0.1) has at most two 
T-periodic solutions. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 follows from the two propositions below. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. Suppose that g is locally Lipschitz in the second 
variable and satisfies (2.1) (2.2). Zf u, v are T-periodic solutions to (0.1); 
u#v, then u(t)#u(t) (PER). 
Proof. Let us define w  = u - v and suppose that w(to) = 0 for some 
~,ER; then G(t,)#O and there is t,~(t~,t,+T) such that w(t)#O for 
to < t < t, and w(t,) = 0. Note that we can assume t, - t, < T/2 since u’ is 
T-periodic. 
Define 
a(t) = 4t)-‘Cg(t, u(t) -g(t, o(t)1 if t,<t<t,; a(t,)=a(t,)=O; 
a(t) = sin 7r(t, - to)- ’ and /qt)=ci(t)w(t)-fx(t)biJ(t); t,<t<t,. 
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Then 
ti=aw; B(t)= -a(t)w(t)[a(t)+n*(t, -to)-2]; P(b) = P(t1) = 0 
and a(t) > - (27r1 T)2 3 - n2( t, - t,))‘. Since fl has a constant sign in 
(to, t,) we obtain /i = /I = 0 and tl -t, = T/2 and a(t) = -(2x/T)*. That is, 
Cd& 4f)) -dt, Nr))lC4t) - at11 = - mm2 [u(t) - o(t)l’ 
for t, d t < t,. But this contradicts (2.2) and then the proof is complete. 
Remark. Besides hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 assume that g( - t, x) = 
g(t, x). Then every T-periodic solution of (0.1) is an even function. 
ProojI Let u be a T-periodic solution of (O.l), then the map 
u(t) = u( - t) is also a solution to (0.1) and by Proposition 2.2 we get 
u(t) < u( - t) for all t E R. Contradiction. This remark is related to results in 
[4, paragraph 31. 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that g(t, x) is convex in x for all fixed t and 
assume that for some t, E R, g(t,, .) is strictly convex. If u. < u, < u2 are 
T-periodic functions of (0.1) then either u, = u0 or u, = u2. 
Proof Note that g is locally Lipschitz in the second variable so, if u < v 
are T-periodic solutions of (0.1) and u # u, then u < v. If our result is false 




if s,<s2<s 3 ; and we have a strict inequality for t = t,. So the proof is 
complete. 
Remark. Suppose that g satisfies (0.2), (0.3) and let S, (resp. S) be 
the set of T-periodic solutions u of (0.1) such that inf u > m + (resp. 
inf u 6 m ~ ). By Theorem 0.1 we know that S, are nonempty sets. Assume 
now that g( t, . ) is strictly convex for all fixed t; then S, is a single set (a + } 
and u < u + for all u E S- . (In particular, if U, u E S_ then there is t, E R 
such that u( to) = u( to). See Proposition 2.3.) 
Proof: Note that g( t, x) > 0 if either x > M, or x < M- and g( t, x) < 0 
ifm_<x<m,. In particular, inf 24 > m + if u E S, since g( to, inf U) > 0 for 
some t, E R. Now let U, u E S, u S- and assume that u(to) < u( to) for some 
to E R. Define w  = u - u and choose ti $ R such that w(tl) = sup w. Then 
g(fi, v(t,))dg(t,, u(t,)) and u(fl)>u(tl). But g(r, .) is strictly increasing in 
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Cm+, co)for all teR and hence u(t,)<m+. Then S, is a single set {u+}. 
If u E SP and u(t, > u+(to) for some t, E R then there is t, E R such that 
4tI)>u+(tI)2m+ and g(t,, u(t,))<g(t,, u(t,)). Contradiction. So V<U+ 
and then v<u, since g is locally Lipschitz in the second variable. The 
proof is now complete. 
EXAMPLE. Let 2>&>0 and g(t,x)=(2-esint)-~‘(x*-1); then 
u(t) := 1; u(t) := - 1, w(t) := -1 +&sin t are 2x-periodic solutions to (0.1). 
Note, however, that g(t, .) is strictly convex for all t E R. 
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